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THE DRAMA OF � CARINAEy
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S Doradus variables | ommonly aliased as Luminous Blue Variables | are evolvedmassive stars whih display two major types of photometri variability: `mirovariations'(suh as the small-amplitude � Cyg variations overing frations of a magnitude on timesales of 2{3 months) and `S Doradus phases' (large-amplitude long-term variability inlight and olour ranging over magnitudes on time sales of years) whih are assoiatedwith wanderings over signi�ant areas in the HR diagram. For a very detailed disussionof these types of variabilities, we refer to van Genderen (2000).� Car has a historial reord of visual-magnitude estimates and photoeletri measure-ments. Espeially sine its `Great Eruption' in the 1840s and the following years, � Carhas been the subjet of several photometri investigations whih, unfortunately, leave anappreiable margin of doubt on the exat quanti�ation of � Carinae's magnitude andolour. This is beause the internal level of preision of the aquired data is quite oftenorretly desribed, though at the same time a proper assessment of the external aurayof the data falls short, spei�ally for datasets spanning years or deades.Very reently, � Car has been the fous of attention sine it underwent a rapid risein visual magnitude that started in the beginning of 1999 with a brightness gradientamounting to �0:15 mag y�1 in the visual passband. The steady inrease in visual lightoutput somewhat slowed down earlier this year, and a preliminary analysis of CCD dataobtained on November 12, 2000 with the Danish 1.54m telesope at ESO La Silla revealsthat � Car is now over its reent peak brightness, and ould be in regress from its rightwardand redward exursion in the HR diagram | its farthest exursion sine about a entury(see Figure 1).It is exatly these substantial exursions in the HR diagram, together with the manypeuliarities present in the spetra of these stars, that render invalid the photometritransformations to a standard system. From the perspetive of the photometrist, � Car| if not the most famous amongst the S Doradus variables | ertainly is the mosttroublesome S Dor star: it simply is the photometrist's ultimate nightmare. In previouspapers (Sterken et al. 1999a, 2001a) we have given an elaborate outline of the majorproblems whih photometrists fae when performing long-term monitoring of a ompositeobjet like � Car. By its appearane as an extended objet and by its anomalous spetralnature, this star is the single most diÆult stellar objet to measure or to monitor over along time interval. The problems belong to several levels:yBased on observations obtained at the Danish 1.54m telesope at ESO La Silla, Chile
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� the extreme brightness of � Car as a naked-eye star� light urves that are interrupted by seasonal gaps� the annual reurrene of high air masses that indues signi�ant olour errors inbroad-band photometry� non-availability of a versatile photometri setup, viz. a modest-size telesope, suit-able photometri instrumentation, and an appropriate photometri system� inompatible photometri �lter systems� presene of variable and strong emission lines in the spetrum� PMT and CCD photometry with diaphragms and apertures of di�erent sizesThe photometri transformation problems are only relatively undisturbing in the visualpassbands, but they do render any omparison of isolated photometri magnitudes andolour indies very diÆult: the ombination of non-overlapping data taken with di�er-ent detetors, di�erent diaphragm sizes and di�erent �lter systems (even seemingly-loseUBV systems) is, to say the least, hazardous. From our previous experiene, we estimatethat suh systemati e�ets may easily reah 0.1{0.2 mag. As suh, when omparingisolated V magnitudes of � Car, great are must be taken beause the unavoidable di�er-enes between photometri systems may result in very severe disrepanies, rendering themorphologial shape of the light urve pieewise dependent on the instrumental setup.But even more disturbing than the problems to bring magnitudes and olours to aonform sale are the long intervals during whih � Car was not observed. After 1902there is a gap of almost half a entury during whih there are virtually no reordings ofthe star's visual magnitude that ould qualify as a light urve. Then, Albert Jones startedobserving in 1952 and arried on for almost 15 years estimating the brightness from hishome observatory in Nelson, New Zealand. Systemati photoeletri measurements onlystarted in the 1980s under impetus of Arnout van Genderen in the framework of theLong-Term Photometry of Variables projet (LTPV, Sterken 1983).The ase of � Car vividly illustrates the loss of fundamental alibrated light- and olourinformation that is so ruial for supporting high-resolution ground-based and spae-borneobservations, a situation most detrimental for the orret understanding of the physisof this unique objet. We, therefore, urge observers in the southern hemisphereto turn their telesopes to � Car in order to quantitatively doument theforthoming phase of deline. We underline that any useful photometri monitoringof this most enigmati star must satisfy the onditions of1. inluding at least one olour index in the magnitudes time series2. delivering a vast amount of data | that is, sparse and isolated data sets in mutuallyinompatible �lter systems are inadequate to understand the brightness evolution3. yielding data that overlap in time in order to assure ontiguous and homogeneousblending of adjaent light-urve setions4. dissemination of data through publiation, preferably after pooling, homogenizationand quality ontrolThat multi-olour photometry is arried out in an established standard system is not anabsolutely neessary ondition, as long as the internal homogeneity of the data on thenatural photometri system is guaranteed.We are aware that | though measuring this objet takes less than �ve minutes pernight | the future of long-term monitoring of � Car looks grim, sine so many usefultelesopes at major observatories have been deommissioned. Large telesopes do not
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Figure 1. Shemati visual-band light urve of � Car 1830{2000. Based on data from Innes (1903),Jones and Sterken (1997, moving average), van Genderen et al. (1999), Sterken et al. (1999b, 2001b),this paper
serve the purpose beause they enfore too short integration times. The present situationseems an apparently unavoidable onsequene of the last deade's deployment of largeand very large telesopes.Van Helden (1994) argues that sienti� instruments serve di�erent purposes: in the�rst plae instruments onfer authority | though he shows that frequently a sientist willlaim more authority than the instrument reasonably provides. In astronomy, authorityomes by the size of the primary mirror: data from big telesopes are identi�ed with BigSiene | the happy term oined by Derek John de Solla Prie to desribe the shiningand all-powerful large-sale harater of modern siene (Prie 1963). Capshew and Rader(1992) even aentuate that Little Siene is usually de�ned as laking one or anotherharateristi of Big Siene. Our everyday experiene, though, shows that harateristisof Little Siene that are laking in Big Siene are never disussed.Big Siene is an inevitable stage in the development of siene. But � Carinae'stemporary move to a maximum in the S Dor phase | a fat that we know and partiallyunderstand through the e�orts of Little Siene | more than ever supports the needfor a systemati long-term wath of � Car and some other most eminent massive stars.The available data | perhaps even more the gaps without data | vividly support AlvinWeinberg's statement\We must make Big Siene ourish without, at the same time, allowing itto trample Little Siene | that is, we must nurture small-sale exellene asarefully as we lavish gifts on large-sale spetaulars." (Weinberg 1961)
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EpilogueThe drive for larger size is not on�ned to mirror size alone. It is equally reetedin other aspets of our sienti� ativities, not in the least when assessing the value andimpat of sienti� journals. No one today will deny that IBVS, a Little Journal, overthree deades has grown to a journal of Big Stature. Not just by natural growth, butthrough most dediated fostering by its sienti� and tehnial Editors. Often at the ostof their own sienti� time and for no other return than rendering a very useful tool forLittle Siene.I dediate this paper to Dr. L�aszl�o Szabados who retires as Editor at the verymoment that this 5000th Bulletin appears in press.
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